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ABSTRACT

The fundamental physical processes associated with small
pciaron forn-atien are described with various magnetic semi

conductors beir_ sited as examples. Attention is ther. directe:
toward the mechanisms of charge transfer and sirall-polaron
hopping iroticn in csgnetic semiconductors.
Or. decrit les procedes physiques fondamentanx associes
hvec la foraation de petits polarons, eitant corane exemple
les semiconducteurs magnetiques.
les

On dirige l'attention vers

mecanismes de transport de la charge et au mouvement par

saut des potits polsrons dans les semiconducteurs ma_netiques.

Electronic charge carriers in magnetic, an well as nonir.a_net.ic, semiconductors and insvlators can typically be di
vide i into two distinct categories based on whether or not
thnir presence is associated with significant displacements
of the atoffis of the material.

Specifically, one class of car

rier is associated with alterations of the equilibrium posi
tions of the atoms of the host material which are much smaller
than the a-.-m litudes of zsro-poi:;t atomic vibrations.

In such
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instances a carrier is typically viewed as taoving readily
through the material, much like a free partiole, with its mo
tion only occasionally impeded by ttie occurrence

of scatter

ing events. The complementai-y situation is one in which the
carrier is severely localised within the potential well asso
ciated with displacements of the surrounding atoms that are
substantial compared with the amplitudss of zero-point atomic
vibrations. The motion of the electronic carrier is then
typically described in terms of a succession of transitions in
which the carrier moves becween different sites in response to
changes in the displacement pattern of the host atoms. This
type of motion, tenrad phonon-assisted hopping motion, is
usually characterised "jy rather low carrier mobilities, u ^
1 en '/v-sea. In this work the origin and ramifications of the
dichotomy as well as the concepts involved in describing smallpclaron transport are addressed.
1

In proceeding to c.-fi-.. " sr-.11 r-l:.i-_.-., fii-.-t n- ;: thr.t
a stationary excess charge added to an otherwise perfect
lattice will generally induce displacements of the equili
brium position; of *&-. f-tvzz

of i'r.s solid.

These di ^lave

ments will be such as to produce a potential well about
the added chai-ge. If the mass of the added carrier is suffi
ciently small compared with the atoms of the material, when
relj.^^d ,h^ carrier will respond to the potential well pro
duced by the atcrilc displacements as if it were static, i.e.,
a sufficiently light carrier will adjust to the instantaneous

atomic displacements-

Then, if the potential well is suffi

ciently deep the carrier will occupy a bound state, being un
able to escape frra the potential well without further altera
tion of the atomic positions and the potential well itself. In
this circumstance the carrier is said to be self-trapped. Trie
unit comprising the self-trapped carrier and the associated
atomic deformation pattern is referred to as a polaron, with
the adjectives small or large denoting whether the spatial ex
tent of the wavefunetion of the self-trapped carrier is small
or large compared with the dimensions of a unit cell.
To understand how the dichotomy between small-polaronic
and nonpolaronic carriers arises, consider the energy of the
adiabatie eigenstates of the system comprising a carrier in a
ceforisable continuum, E(P.), as a function ox* scaling the r-.--l.us
of the electrr 'c state by the factor R.

As the radius of the

wavefunction is rec.uced (R being reduced) the carrier resists
t'»c contraction, by increasing its kinetic energy:
has that the kinetic energy varies as 7 /H*".

namely, OIVJ

On the other

hand, the particle's potential energy falls with decreasing i\,
as the well is deepened,as -| V?

|R

3

for a short-rance inter

action, while the strain energy increases as |V? J /ZR .

Thus,

as shown in Fifj. 1, the energy which results from the competi
tion between the kinetic and potential energy contributions is
V

T

peaked about R = r- | i +/ ,] •
n

T a i s

means that two situations

3

2'
are realizable. '"" Either the parciele is unbound ai-.c sjci-aiid
o-.'t over tl:3 eutire conti.™-.-i (P - -. ) or the carrier is bound

a&d severely localised (R - 0) in a stee- and deep potential
well associated with a very localized deformation of the con
tinue.
The fac; that the snall-polaranic state at R = 0 always
exists 2nd is energetically favored results from considering
1 3
a continuum rather than a discrete lattice. '

The distin

guishing effect of a discrete system is that the electronlattice interaction tew. "023 not (as in a continuum) ;rcv
indefinitely in magnitude at R -* 0, hut rather saturates when
the radius of the electronic wavefunction shrinks sufficiently
so as to be contained within a unit cell.

In this situation

further confining of the electronic wavefunction is not asso
ciated with a greater deepening of the deformation-related
potential well.

The ramifications of discreteness can be

understood by icposing a saiall-R cutoff, R , which corresponds
to che radius of the electronic wtvefunetion being comparable
r

to a lattice constant. Hamely, the continuum view is onlj

appropriate for It > E . Three possibilities present themselves.
As shown in i'ig. 1, E (E ) say lie to- the right of the peak of
the Z(J.) cv.r-;-. In this case cjly ills 3C.-£;iircnii; (S -• •'•)
solution exists. Alternatively, R (R ) may lie to the left of
o
the peak at such a value that E(IT)> 0. In this instance the
snail-polaron solution is metastable with respect to the non3

polaronic solution. Finally, R (R ) may correspond to a suf
-

ficiently small R so that E(K ) < 0; the jmaxl-poiaronic staue
is then energetically preferred.

Thus within the adiabr.tic

theory the small-polaronic state may or nay not exist and may
or may not be energetically stable.
A significant feature of these results is the existence
of a barrier to snsli-polaron formation. "

Haroely, even

when the small-polaronic state is energetically stable, a
particle in the metastable nonpolaronic (R — « ) state cannot
adiabatically reach the small-polaronic state (R = Rf) without
negotiating an energy barrier. Physically this barrier arises,
in this case, because the carrier's kinetic energy increases
more rapidly with a contraction of the carrier's wavefunction,
and associated deformation pattern, than the potential energy
of the system falls. In other words, to pass adiabatically
between nonpolaronic and soali-polaronic ground states requires
a change of the deformation parameters which, in these circum
stances, can only occur by either supplying energy to t'.-.e sys
tem (coin;; ovar the barrier) or by the tunneling of the host
atcuc between different deformation configurations.

If such an

iupcdin"mt to a change of deformation pattern did not exist,
the time required for the atoms to assume new petitions would
-22
b. -f '.:.•; ivnci- of a Y-or:-tiorKj. period, 10

sec. However

with the presence of the barrier, the time characterizing the
transition of a nonpolaronic carrier to a small polaron can be
substantially increased. Thus the occurrence of a time delay
for small-polaron formation is a manifestation of the presence
c; -_:i - ~ » v bi.rrier. Since the er.orcy barrier and tit-; i.—v
arise frcn a ocspetition between the carrier's kinetic and

potential energies one sees that the magnitude of the energy
barrier and the time delay decrease with increase of either the
carrier's mass or the electron-lattice interaction strength.
in the preceding discussion it has been assumed that the
potential energy of the charge carrier depends linearly on
only the local strain of the continuum. However, there are
situ£.ti;as in which the electron-lattice interaction is not
purely short-range but

rather possesses a long-range compo

nent. !?he standard example is that of a charge interacting
with the dipoles of a polar material.

In fact, early models

of polaroa formation considered this component of the electronlattice interaction to the exclusion of the short-range por
tion. ' For such a model the carrier's potential energy mani
fest.: an inverse linear dependence on R, varying as V? ,/R,
rather than the inverse cube dependence characteristic of the
short-range interaction. E(R) then consists of but a single
stable state associated with the solitary minimum of the S(R)
curve. "

That is, t:..=ir.- is a sicsls finite-radius pi-larcr.

without a barrier to its formation. Furthermore, the addition
of the long-range component of the interaction to a syston
with a short-range component of the electron-lattice inter
action generally reduces, and may even eliminate the barrier
1
to snall-polaron formation. Thus the presence of the longranje interaction fosters small-polaron formation. Since mag
netic semiconductors are often polar materials one may question
whe:'.tr substantial barriers to smj-ll-^olarcn foi-sation exist

at all in those magnetic semiconductors where sr~2.ll-pola.ron
formation occurs.
Specifically, one might envision utilising transient
photoconductivity (drift mobility) measurements in an attempt
to observe the high-mobility transport associated with nonpolaronic carriers in crystals prior to their conversion to
Xoir-zobility small polarons • Indeed, the- discrepancy between
the high nonpolaronic mobilities observed for holes in HiO
from such experiments

and the low small-polaronic mobilities
7

obtained from dc transport measurements

may be resolvable in

these terms. Namely, the high-mobility holes observed in the
transient experiment are then those holes which have been un
able to rela:; to their smali-polaronic state during their pas
sage through the material. An interesting possibility is that
the high-mobility holes may be associated with the oxygen pband and the low-mobility small-polaronic hoL-s may be asso
ciated with the d-orbitals of the nickel ions. To form a
snail polaron a hole must then move from an o::ygen ion to a
nickel ion about which the ligands are relaxed, with the time
delay that is associated with such an event.
The discussion thus far has been based on adiabatic treat
ment; of a ccntinuua model of interactinc electronic and atomic
species.

In these studies the notion of the atom is talcen to

be arbitrarily slov. Hbvever. some significant features of the
thtory of electronic carriers in semiconducting solids only
emerge when the simplifications of those models ar- transcended.

Specifically, variational studies of an electron added to a
discrete deformable crystal characterized by a short-range
— o
electron-lattice interaction,

indicate that while the di

chotomy between nonpolaronic (conduction-band) and smallpclaronic states persists beyond the adiabatic limit, sraall;

polaronic states' are only possible (dynamically .stable) when
the electron-lattice interaction exceeds a critical value,
C
... Furthermore, aonpol-arcaic ataten are only dynamically
small
stable when the electron-lattice coupling is less than a (tem
perature-dependent) critical value, C

_v• This situation is

illustrated in Fig. 2, where the energy spectrum of an excess
electron added to a deformable crystal is shown as a function
of the electron-lattice coupling strength measured in units
of the ratio of the snall-polaron binding energy, £ , to the
quantum of vibrational energy, feu . In the extreme narrow
band limit, the conrpleinent to the adiabatic limit, where the
eJei'tror.lc bP-n'Ivn.j.Va. 12J, is spall ccrraared with the; phonon
enorgy (corresponding to the time for intersite motion of a
carrier exceeding the tine required to fully displace an atcm,
1

tho vibritiona . period), C

^, and C

T, are zero and only

the sn-all-polaronic otateo exist.
Sevc-ra^. fei^ures o* shese r^cuxti -iserve fji-uhur ccnx^r^t.
First, note that the stable states of a system defined by
a

Ejjj'^Qj n

a

J can eliange abruptly from being nonpolaronic to

being scall-polaronic with a relatively small alteration of
the parameters. This is oiaply a nanifestation of the clear

dichotomy which exists between the two classes of states and
is not an artifact of the models. It is thus understandable
that different magnetic semiconductors of a series of materials,
such as the monoxides of transition metals, manifest radicallydifferent electronic properties corresponding to whether the
carrier is nonpolaronic or small-polaronic. For example, it
Q
appears that the holes in MnO form small polarons^ while those
in CoO do not.

Second, the smatl-polaron band is extremely-

narrow; this narrowness results from the requirement that the
intersite transfer of a self-trapped carrier involve

the con

comitant tunneling of atoms between the equilibrium locations
associated with self-trapping at each of these sites. Third,
the dynamic stability of the nonpblaronic state is simply
associated with the condition that the carrier-induced change
of atomic momenta (the product of the displacive force exerted
by the carrier on the atoms multiplied by the time that a non
polaronic carrier can reside at a site) be small compared with
D

the characteristic vibratory momenta of these atoms.

In the

adiabatic limit (infinitely massed atoms moving infinitesimally
slowly with arbitrarily large momenta) this condition is always
fulfilled and the nonpolaronic state exists.

The essential

reason that nonpolaronic carriers are dynamically stable in
wide-band crystals is that the nonpolaronie carrier simply
does not reside at a site sufficiently- long to produce signi
ficant atomic displacements.
When the imposition of disorder restricts intersite motiou

it tends to facilitate small-polaron formation.

In a crys

talline ferromagnetic semiconductor a carrier, experiences dis
order above the magnetic ordering temperature. Analogous to
the collapse of a nonpolaronxc carrier to a small polaron fol
lowing the imposition of sufficient disorder is the shrinking
of a large-radius donor state of a ferromagnetic semiconductor
to a severely localised one

upon raising the temperature

beyond the Curie temperature.

In fact a version of this phe

nomenon has been advanced to explain the abrupt reduction of
impurity conduction associated with oxygen vacancies in EuO
12
above the Curie temperature.
A aechanism to produce an abrupt seiaiconductor-to-semi-

p

the dependence of the energy spectrum on temperature.

Speci

fically, since the stability of the notipolaronic states extends
to ^n c-ver increasinj value of the coupling strength as the
te-poi-at'ire is raised, (C.

. increases with temperature),

sysij.ts in which only srcall-polaronic carriers can exist at
a given temperature, \/'~0'

> ' _ ('E}, will be presented with
(

H

aV

fclE pc^sibiiity cf having hi£h-ir.obility nonpolaronic carriers
at hi-her tenperatures. If the resulting partial conductivity
of the nonpolai'onic carriers exceeds that of the small polarons
a significant conductivity transition will occur. Furthermore,
if a si;.'ifica::t •ir.-'.vr.y g».p thfn exists for producing the nonpolaronic carriers the transition will be of the seaieonductorto-semiconductor variety.

Othevwi.-.e it w i U be a semiconductor-

to-metal transition. Thus one can envision a polaronic mech
anism to drive such, transitions, in which the low-temperature
low-conductivity phase is characterized by the charge carriers
forming small polarons.
Since!'the sraall-polaror. band is usually extremely narrow
|i
,
.-- o
(typically||^10

J

eV), small-polaron transport,-is almost always

described in terms of phonon-assisued hopping motion.

In other

words, when the mean-free-path associated with small-polaron
band motion, is less than an intersite distance, small^polaron
motion is represented as a succession of transitions via which
the charge and associated atomic deformation pattern move between adjacent sites.13
To understand the physical basis of phonon-*ssisted hoppiaj motion first note, as represented by arrow a of Fig. 3,
that a degeneracy exists between the groundstates of a small
pciiron loci-li^ed at either of two asoastrically ecui-vs.Ie.it
sites . As a result the carrier may move between these equi
valent wells provided the atomir distortion pattern is con
r

comitantly shifted. If the alteration of atomic positions
associated with such motion is l?r^e compare? with the ampli
tudes of their zero-point atomic vibrations such motion is a
rare quantum mechanical (tunneling) event with the smallpolaron transfer therefore also being extremely slow. However,
at finite tenpe: atures amid the myriad of atomic configurations
there is a substantial probability that the \tomic system
assumes configurations associated with a reduced disparity

occupies initial and final si'res-

Then associated with

this excite! configuration of atoms there is an enhanced
acoirio tunneling rate., and therefore a larger smallpolaro.n hopping rate.

This situation is schematically

illustrated by process b of Fig. 3.

Finally, at suf

ficiently high temperatures, typically co-sparable to a

,.

si^nifijanj irrscticrt,of The characteristic phoncn temperature,
the system has a substantial probability of assuning' more dis-

,\
•^'

torted atc.-2i': configurations for which the electronic levels
associated with initial and final sites are r&OEensarily derrenerase.

Such an event is tenree a coincidence event.

The elec

tronic carrier may then -.ove between wells without tunneling
of the host atoms.

The snail-poiaror. transfer rate associated

<rith such an occurrence is therefore relatively larr-e.

Gince

the atcrric miction associated with this type of process, process
c of ?i;;. 3> is classical, the tesrce _ature rorjisre in which
these processes dor.inats the ssiail-pciaror. transfer is termed
the se.::ieiassicai regime.
ir±ccz?::~z

Whil? the small-polaron jurrrp rate

'/rich torsperaturi: in a nonarrhenins manner as lovr

tcs.eerituros, once the hiEh-tcmperasure sosiclassicai rerjiir.e
is leached the s~all-polarcn Juxp rate assumes an act'-rahec
tcrr5cr-.tv.re dependence.

"

Here the activation energy,

3 ,

is siirrply the minimus energy associated vith creating -a- coinci
dence event relative to the groundstate energy of the system.
Assuming that successive hops occur indepen*jrrtly oj one
17
another,
and employing the Einstein relation, the hopping
mobility of a small polaron in the semielassical regime xay b.=

written as
2

E

U = (ca /KT) (a, /2r)e- AA
o

T

P,

(1)

where e is the charge of the carrier, a is the hopping distance,
KT is the thermal energy, and P is the probability that the
charge carrier responds to a coincidence event by negotiating
a hop, i.e., by moving between sites.

Specifically, if the

time required for the electronic carrier to move between sites
is less than the duration of the coincidence event, the car
rier canicdiabatically follow the atomic motion arid P is es
sentially unity. Alternatively, ifj.the carrier's response is
too slow, the hop is limited by the carrier's inability to
adiabaticaily respond to the atomic motion, P < 1, and the hop
is termed nonadiabatic.

P then depends upon the absolute

square cf the electronic transfer integral.
Treating small-polaron hopping between magnetic sites of
a magnetic semiconductor involves several additional considera
tion . As ar. example, first envision the motion of an electron
between two s-^ sites, or equivalently, the motion of a hole
between two s=l sites, as for a d-band hole in KiO. As illus
trated in Fig. k, due to the indistinguishability of the elec
trons the transfer may be associated with a two-electron "ex
change transfer" in addition to the standard one-electron
•I D

transfer;

D

the r lative importance of these processes in a

eivca situation depends on the relative magnitudes of the asso
ciate, trarvfer in.trgrals.. _ Furthermore, it has been established
that thf transfer integral associated with intersite motion

depends on the initial and final spin states cf the -.ystea.

'

However, in the exar.ple at banc", this is a scall effect, with
the transfer integral between antiferroraagnetically aligned
spins being reduced by only a factor of one-half from that of
ferrcsagaetically aligned spins. '
An important effect is associated with the; fact that the
magnetic environment of a carrier generally nh?>.ng*>s as » charge
noves between antiferroaagnetically aligned sites of an anti-1 Q

f errocagnet.

As a result, each hep is a transition between

nondegenerate states. In such a situation the activation
energy of each sus-il-polaron hop a.s typically absented by the
term ^(E, - E_.), where E. and 3^ arc, respectively, the elec
tronic energies of the initial and final states involved in
H
the hop.
As a result the carrier cioves through an antiferroEag::etic catenal via a succession of hops which are upward
and downward in electronic energy.

The sr.all-polaron mobility

is then modified from that of Eg.. (1) by the factor

V

-3 /KT -|(E -E )AT
e

fmag = if
iii

F.

e

j

,
-3^*1
E

Z 4< rV^
S -V

T

Jw

(2)

where F. .is e relatively unimportant factor which defends
on whether the hopping is adiabatie or ncnadiabatic. As shown
in Fig. ?, f ^

garners a significant temperature dependence

below the i-Jeel temperature while retaining a much weaker
temperature dependence in the paramagnetic r^ime.

This

charge in temperature dependence is manifested by s drop of
the mobility activation energy above the Ifeel temperature.
Observation of such a change has bee.'' reported in the recent
7
literature for hole transport in 1110.
In this review several of the recent areas of progress
and interest involving the application of small-polar on theory
to magnetic semiconductors have been succinctly discussed.
Presently a growing nurr.ber cf transient experiments hav

been

desired to observe the time delays associated with tb- c-elftrappinj of both charge carriers and sxcitons- Furthermore.
analyses of dc transport data on various magnetic seniconduc
tors, such as MnO and NiO, indicate that the equilibrated
charge carriers in these s?.at.trials form small pclarcns. -D">ie
to space limitations a number cf very important additional
topics which are currently applicable to magnetic semiconduc
tors have not been broached. These are the questions of cor
related small-polaron hopping and the Hall effect. For an
introductory discussion of these phenomena the reader is
-1
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E(H) is plotted acaiiis- P, for a short-range
electron-lattice interaction.

The three possible

1
?
cut-off values o f R are labelled as R . R > a-id

c'

c

*c
The 3ero-tesipei'ature energy spectrum is shown as
a function of the electron-lattice coupling para
meter E. /fici) .
D

<T is the rigid-lattice electronic

o

transfer integral.

This plot is for the adiabati-iity

tsrasieter of 6jAi"

= 10-

o

The predominant hopping processes for low ( a ) ,
intermediate ( b ) , and high (c) tesnperatures.
process c depicts the establishment of a coincidence
event,.
TJircct and exchc.^2 transfer processes are sche
matically illustrated; electrons with like spins
are indistinguishable.
For an antiferron&gnat -tn f

is uLotted ?-'"-».l.i"t

T../T, where T,, is the Heel tentperature.

F.(P\

T = 0
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